
Gain new customers
Supra-regional mobile 
ticketing

Dazzle your customers
The right offer for every 
target group

Extend your service offering
Simple and modern access 
to public transportation

Integrate multimodal services
All tickets in a single app

Generate added value
Integrate event, leisure and 
parking tickets as well as e-mobile 
charging and other services

Draw on the service quickly and 
without fi nancial risk
No investment costs or regular fees

Join Now and Gain > 1 Million Customers
Register once and buy tickets for all participating transport 
regions. This is the idea behind HandyTicket Deutschland. To 
this end, HandyTicket Deutschland combines the timetables 
and fares of the various transport regions in Germany in 
a single app. Today, more than 1 million users purchase their 
daily public transport tickets for buses and trains from over 
50 partners in more than 20 transport regions. When will 
your region be part of this network?

Join us and become a partner now: As an added incentive, 
partnering with HandyTicket Deutschland does not incur 
an initial investment or regular fees. Invoicing is based on a 
fair and transparent commission model that only charges 
you for tickets you actually sold. The costs of operating, 

HandyTicket Deutschland
The supra-regional ticketing app for 
public transportation & more

developing, maintaining and servicing HandyTicket Deut sch-
land are included in this commission. All payment transactions 
in HandyTicket Deutschland are handled and secured by the 
LogPay Financial Services GmbH payment service provider. 
This means that your revenue is secure at all times. 

Thanks to the strong partner ecosystem of transport companies 
and transport associations, you and your customers benefi t 
directly from the ongoing evolution of the HandyTicket 
Deutschland service. New customer requirements regarding 
public transport, improvements in the user experience, 
changed VDV-KA specifi cations etc. are accounted for centrally 
and are made available to all partners and customers without 
the need for action.



One App – Many Advantages
The right ticket for each customer
From single tickets to weekly, regional or tourist tickets 
through to season tickets: With HandyTicket Deutschland 
you can offer your customers the entire range of tickets 
for your region as a mobile ticket for the smartphone. 
This allows you to address all target groups, including 
occasional and regular customers or travelers.

Integrate multimodal services
Customers do not want to buy tickets – they want to get 
from A to B. HandyTicket Deutschland enables you to cover 
the entire customer journey. Include mobility offers such 
as car or bike sharing, ride hailing and taxis just as easily as 
parking tickets and e-mobility charging services.

Convenient ticket payment
HandyTicket Deutschland supports all common payment 
methods such as direct debit, credit card or prepaid 
credit by default. You can add further purchasing options 
such as PayPal, Apple Pay or Google Pay.

Tamper-proof tickets
HandyTicket Deutschland is VDV-KA compliant and generates 
a VDV-KA barcode for each ticket. Alternatively, barcodes 
can be output in UIC 918.3 or a HanseCom-specific format. 

What users have to say about HandyTicket Deutschland

HanseCom Public Transport 
Ticketing Solutions GmbH 
Amsinckstrasse 34 
20097 Hamburg, Germany

+49 1520 9073406 
partner@hansecom.com
www.hansecom.com/handyticket
www.handyticket.de

Security features such as a daily updated keyword, moving 
elements and a unique ticket ID make all tickets forgery proof.

Easy customer data management 
Whether via the app or on the web – the customer portal 
of HandyTicket Deutschland allows your customers to 
comfortably manage their account themselves. Among 
other things, users can change personal or bank data, view 
their ticket history, print receipts for travel expenses and 
much more.

Perfect service
The service portal of HandyTicket Deutschland offers your 
employees everything they need to provide perfect service 
for mobile ticket purchases. They can manage and edit 
end customer and sales data, cancel tickets as a goodwill 
service, generate statistics on ticket purchases or for 
revenue sharing, and send information to your customers 
as a text or in-app message.

Data security
The entire storage of HandyTicket Deutschland data is 
handled by a hosting service provider whose data centers 
are certified according to DIN EN ISO-IEC 27001 for 
information security and are operated in Germany.

...it is a great, useful and eco-friendly 
tool that is quick and easy to use. 
And it puts all key features right at 
my fingertips: tickets, timetables and 
detailed descriptions. What an app – 
thanks so much! 
Madeleine L. from Goderville

…it’s really convenient and 
quick to use.
Ramona R. from Bonn

...I don’t have a subscription, but with 
HandyTicket I don’t need to worry 
about having the right change on hand 
in Berlin, Cologne or Düsseldorf. 
Jonas B. from Düsseldorf

…I always have the phone with me, 
so I can’t forget it the way I’m prone 
to forgetting regular tickets.
Nina Z. from Berlin

...I don’t have to wait in line at the 
ticket machine when I’m in a hurry.
Tobias G. from Werder (Havel)

...it makes me independent of cash 
and ATMs.
Mario L. from Plauen

…I can access many travel 
associations without having to 
install multiple apps.
Benjamin O. from Lüneburg

I use
HandyTicket
Deutschland,
   because...


